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STUDENTS HONORED

DEAN'S HONOR ROLL
The office of the dean recently published a list of
senior dental students who have qualified to be included
on the initial honor roll at our dental school. To become eligible for consideration, the student must achieve
above average scholarship in basic sciences as well as
excelled proficiency in the clinical aspect of the curriculum. The first group chosen from the class of 1964
for this honor includes the following students :
John Peter DeVincenzo
Roger Symon King
Oscar Domondon
Arthur Lambert
Daniel Frederickson
John Rozema
James Edmister
Stanley Alfred Squier
Wilton Arthur Hartwick
Tony George Theodorou
Simon William Trenchuk
Delmar Lee Herrick
Robert Leland Huether
Duane Robert Wacker
Ernest James Kijak
Daryl Leroy Wheeler
Among the benefits derived by the students who are
on the honor roll is the chance to broaden the scope of
their education. To achieve this the incentive or provocation plan was created. This allows the student to
choose specific areas of study in dentistry, not required
by the curriculum for graduation, where special interests
can be pursued. Following are a few of the courses
available at the present time and the names of the instructors responsible for their guidance.
Dr. L. Baum- Finlay Procedures with Emphasis on
Lingual Splints
Dr. M . Lund - Full Mouth Reconstruction

Dr. B. Oesterling - Dowel Technique in Removable Partial Construction
Dr. B. Oesterling - Special Problems in Complete
Denture Construction
Dr. Shiess - Research in Oral Pathology
Other courses will become available as interest dictates .
Another benefit to the students who qualify for the
honor roll is special permission to attend dental educacation meetings and conventions held in nearby communities during normal school time.
Financial profit can also be realized to one listed on
the honor roll. Each student who does the laboratory
procedures for a dental casting in gold will be paid by
the clinic an amount not exceeding five dollars for each
unit cast. Hence, if a student constructs a four unit
fixed partial bridge, he will receive payment of twenty
dollars plus the clinical credit for the prosthesis. Another important factor is that a student on the honor
roll who wishes not to do the laboratory details in the
construction of dental castings can have the procedures
done by a classmate who is also in the same program,
the student doing the laboratory work receiving the
cash payment and the student responsible to the patient
receiving the clinical credit.
The new Dean's Honor Roll and it's incentive plan
are in their infancy. As it becomes stronger, its objectives will be to provide a wider scope in dental education with new courses of instruction and the possibility
of the elimination in the future of clinical requirements.
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Gospel Ministry
In Everyday Dentistry

Shown above is one of the advantages of coming to the
DSA meetings. Howard Munson is shown receiving the
door prize at a monthly meeting.

Periodically articles will appear in the CONTRANGLE which deal with the broad topic of Christ in the
Professional Practice. These articles will be written by
men, Dentists and Physicians who are keenly aware of
this important aspect in a truly successful practice.
The CONTRANGLE expresses its appreciation to
Dr. William Palmer for this article. He was a staff
member of Loma Linda School of Dentistry until 1959
when he was called to a unique type of Dental Evangelist. He has travelled to many parts of the world bettering dental health and witnessing for Christ.
Time and motion studies are quite popular in the profession today. Many thousands of dollars are being
spent by manufacturers to provide better pieces of
equipment for the profession to increase the output per
unit of time. This is a laudable field of endeavor, and
we would do well to look into the possibility of extending these efforts to increase our efficiency in spreading
the gospel through our dental practices. Time is short,
and the need greater than ever before.
It is trite to emphasize the fact that there is a definite
responsibility that rests upon every doctor that goes

(Continued on page 6)
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he is relaxed -tired? yes, but wasn't it quite an experience? When Mrs . Zendner presented the forms for
his next assignment he accepted them happily - Just
them try and give some of "HIS" time to the Junwrs.
How did Mr. Joe Senior get to be a part of this
pleasant situation? It was not by chance but by careful
planning on the part of an assisting committee. This
committee was formed in 1962 to establish the policies
that would guide the department. Committee members
are: Dr. Charles T. Smith, Dean, School of Dentistry;
Dr. Lloyd Baum, Associate Professor of Restorative Dentistry and Clinic Director; Dr. Edwin Collins, Associate
Professor and chairman of the Department of Oral Medicine; Dr. Harold P. Walling, Assistant Professor of Restorative Dentistry; Dr. Clinton C. Emmerson, Professor
of Pedodontics; Mrs . Betty H. Zendner, Certified Dental
Assistant, chief assistant and supervisor of the department.
The Assisting Department functions under a special
grant from the Public Health Service division of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. The
purpose of the grant is to teach the dental student to
use auxiliary personnel. Public Health Service surveys
indicate that current dental schools cannot graduate dentists in proper ratio to the growth in population. It is
their intent to increase the productivity of each new
dentist by instructing him in how to delegate, to auxiliary personnel, all duties which do not require his
professional skills. There are currently forty-six dental
schools participating in this type of program. The
schools are allowed to choose the method of giving this
instruction which suits their particular school's faculty
and facilities. Each spring a conference is held in Chicago where delegates from all participating schools can
discuss new methods of operation, and learn from each
other how to avoid costly adventures which have not
proved to be suitable teaching methods.

!et

THOSE
GIRLS

What's it like to be assigned to the Assisting Department for a week? Here is the story of one Mr. Joe
Senior and his experiences.
He was given a two page form to schedule his appointments on (in pencil, which he doesn't read and
dosn't do) and is instructed to return it to the assisting
office no later than noon on the Friday before his assignment. He moans and groans - the prospect of having
to "round up" that many patients and get it all organized is almost more than he can bear. He is told that
he doesn't have to bring along a thing. "Hey, that's
great! You mean you furnish goldent and coe-flex?"
He's out of points, so begins to cheer up. He didn't
have to report in until 1:00 P.M. (no scrambling for a
cubicle) at which time the assistant had his patient in
the chair, draped, and ready to go. The roving assis:ant
had phoned the patient the day before to make sure
they didn't forget the appointment. He finds the area
fully equipped with about anything he could ask for.
Trays neatly set up with clean instruments, the syringe
loaded with his choice of anesthetic (indicated on form)
and materials to use, and use, and use - as much as he
needs! He is a little hesitant when is is told that Dr.
Baum will be doing most of the checking for him, but
is quite relieved to find out that when something is
missing the assistant gets bawled out and not he I He
was instructe::l to ask for the instruments he needed,
but imagine his chagrin to discover he had forgotten the
names of practically all of them. The operatin is over
and Joe is free to go! Gone is the drudgery of cleaning
up, sterilizing, returning charts, and in general having
to worry about anything except appearing on time the
next day. As he pu:s on his coat and leaves the building

(Continued on page 7)
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What Is A Table Clinic?
by KENNETH

LUTZ, PH.D.

One of the unique attributes of the dental profession
is the phenomenon called the table clinic. National
table clinic competitions are held. Clinical and research
concepts, dental material characteristics, and demonstrations in utilizing facilities that have been developed or
are being developed for us by the general or specialty
practitioner are presented. The popularity of this medium of communication can be seen by perusal of program announcements with their ever present table clinic
sessions.
Since the table clinic has become such an important
facet of the dental profession, one who is entering its
ranks may well give careful consideration to his ability
to utilize the table clinic early in his career. Harvesting
information and technique from table clinic presentations is a capacity that must be developed; however; the
present discussion is devoted to the skills of table clinic
·
preparation and presentation.
At a recent D .S.A. meeting a table clinic was defined
as " a scientific or clinical idea presented from a table."
This may be the popular definition of a table clinic
though it falls far short of the concept presented in a
recent issue of the Southern California Journal of Dental Hygiene. In a short note about table clinics the author
pointed out that a table clinic is more than the static
display of an idea. A table clinic was described as a
dynamic presentation of a concept or procedure.
Mention should be given to the environment of the
table clinic. One observing his first table clinic session
<J.Uickly becomes aware of a carnival atmosphere. The
attractions are distributed within a confined area, each
assigned its respective location, and barkers proclaim
the merits of each. This resemblance suggests the possibility that the carnival may serve as an "example in the
extreme" of the characteristics of a table clinic. This
analogy is pursued throughout the discussion of the
specific attributes of the table clinic.
A marvelous restraint is exhibited by the side show
barker who rigidly adheres to the single purpose "to

profit from these advantages you must pay the price.
It is worded a little differently perhaps as "buy your
ticket right here," or "you can see the world's smallest,
fully developed human 4th molar if you will get your
ticket right now," but the "pay the price" theme pervades.
The same singleness of purpose is characteristic of
successful table clinics. One table clinic claimed a majority of observers at one crowded session with the idea
that dentures must fit the face, while the neighboring
presentation emphasizing faster cavity preparations and
simplified condensation technique with reduced need
for polishing went unnoticed. The general presentations
were essentially comparable, but the clinician who limited himself to a single concept prevailed.
Have you ever seen a side show barker who did not
tell you that his attraction is the one show, ride, or
gadget that is going to bring you the happiness, the
thrill, the excitement, the convenience for which you
are looking? "You absolutely must see the two-headed
monster, or the pinhead, feel the thrill of weightlessness, or us.e a multipurpose stainless steel coughdrop
crusher." Similarly in the professional table clinic the
presentation must tell the potential observer "here is
something vital to you." This feeling must pervade
every aspect of the presentation - the title in the published announcement, the display, and the clinician's
manner of behavior.
The carnival is noted for being gaudy. Not only is it
gaudy in appearance, but blatant sound abounds. Gaudy
and intriguing pictures and marquees invite the customer's attention. The bellious laugh and other raucous
sounds arrest the interest of the individual long enough
to give consideration to the offering available. These
serve as supports or props to the main objective of the
attraction. Although props may be less extreme in professional displays yet it is necessary for the demonstrator
to claim the eye or the ear of the potential observer.
(Continued on page 8)
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CONTROVERSY
ADVANTAGES OF
SOCIALIZED DENTISTRY
by NANJE TWIJNSTRA
The staff of this paper wishes to make it clear that articles
appearing in this column do not necessarily express the
opinions of the staff or the School of Dentistry.

Early in 1940 when the Nazi German Army overtook
all of Western Europe, the Netherlands were also occupied by Germany in a matter of days.
One of the institutions enforced upon was the "Krankenkasse". The "Krankenkasse" was operating in Germany already for a longer period.
What does this German word mean? Within this institution the government enforced on every employer
the duty to pay in this Kasse (fund) for every employee a small amount every month for medical and
dental care. And also every employee had to pay every
month a small amount of his salary for dental and medical care.
This fund would pay the physician and dentist selected by the employee to take care of him and his family a basic amount for a year and pay the medical and
dental bills for the employer or at least 50% of the
dental bills against a fee set by the Nazi Government.
When it was started it was one of the hated Nazi
institutions, but people got used to it and with the fund
for old age pension and other social measurements it
was carried on after 1945 when the Netherlands were
liberated and the kingdom reestablished.
Through the years from 1945 until now, nearly twenty years, there has been a trend to give more and more
people the right to receive socialized medicine and dentistry. All employees with the government as well as
the regular employees in private enterprise pay into the
"sick people's fund", and all the employers also pay into
thts fund a small amount every time they pay their employees their salaries. People who are their own boss
like for instance farmers, can enter the "sick people'~
fund" on a higher cost of their own free will. They
then pay the employer and the employees share. This is
qUlte often done by large families of skilled workmen
and farmers and one man bakeries and groceries.
What has socalized medicine and dentistry done to
the profession? Most physicians and dentists work
two-thirds of _their time i~ clinics for adult patients or
m school chmcs. The patients come in for their checkup on certain set hours. For the smaller towns and villages they come to the doctor's office, mostly adjacent
to the house.
. The ad?linistrative system is very simple for the dentist and 1s eastly done by a trained assistant. Above
the basic yearly fee there is a set fee for every treatment.
Emergency treatment is all paid by the fund as well as

scaling and x-rays. Also half cif the amount for fillings,
pulp treatment (an exception) and dentures. And also
for simple orthodontic treatment the cost is divided be~ween the fund and the patient. The patients pay cash
tf they have to pay anythmg. Once a month a list is
sent it to the fund with the names of all the patients
treated with the treatments given on a simple sheet for
each patient, and the rest of the paper work is done by
the fund. So no long evenings used in patients administration.
There is a recall system for patients carried out by the
fund every six months for patients who have received
a card from the dentist that their mouth care was completed. When they come on the set time or within two
weeks from the time (either before or after) no additwnal payment by the patient is requested. The payment
for a filling or denture repair or whatever has to be
done is paid by the fund. This stimulates regular visits
to the dentist and works very good.
A very important point was when suddenly socialized
dentistry was started to have the manpower to take care
of the needs, so the government and the profession have
worked very hard together to train more dentists. In
this short time after the war two new dental schools
were opened and a third one is in preparation. This
is. extremely necessary since the categories of people
ehgtble to sooaltzed care are increasing. In 1940 and
until after the war everybody who had a salary of
fiN3,000.00 and less than that was eligible to care. This
amount was raised so that in 1962 people with a yearly
salary of fiN 9,000.00 (fiN 1.00
U.S. $0.27) and
less have socialized medical and dental care.
The dentists are working on expansion of the facilities for these patients. Space maintainers and other
_prophylactic appliance for the younger patients and
Jacket crowns and other more extensive restorative help
for the adults. Also orgamzed pre-school dentistry in
kindergarten centers is in the program.
Pre-school dentistry is even made a political propaganda point of the reigning party in the government, together with other extensions of social care.

=

(Cont. on page 7)
WIN A VALUABLE PRIZE
Your Name ...................................................... ..
Students receiving the Contrangle at the
monthly DSA meetings are eligible for door
prizes by placing your name on this coupon and
depositing it in the place provided.
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Obse1rvations 18y CJJad
Well, Son, the day is drawing near,
That seemed so long delayed,
Which you have worked and struggled toward,
For which you've planned and prayed.
You've burned the midnight oil, no doubt,
You've rubbed your forehead sore,
A-trying to recall those things
You knew the day before.
For when exams come rushing in,

Demanding this and that,
You just can't guess , you've got to know,

Or you'll be on "the mat."
The Prof will ask you lots of things,
That he has long forgot,
But he's renewed his mem'ry from

That book you haven't got.
He'll ask you questions no one knows
The answers, never did!

Until he has you all confusedYou'll feel just like a kid.
"Now listen, class, explain to me

Why horse teeth have no nerves,
And why the cow no upper fronts,
What substitution serves?"

And thus you'll learn the fine p·o ints which
Will help you day by day
To pull or fill those aching teeth
When you get fer away.
You've learned just how to yank each tooth
Without a pain TO YOU,
To drill down halfway thru the jaw,
To help the "chewers" CHEW!
You've learned hew wide each mouth will ope
lo get your big fist in,
While slobbers flood the victim's mouth
And trickle down his ch in .
So when you've passed your last examThere's nothing more to knowPack up your forceps, hypo, drill,
And head for Idaho!
I 'most forg·o t the dentists' aim,

It's practiced by each "Pro" :
Just keep your vict im "coming back"
Till you get ALL his DOUGH!
C. L. Magee

- - - - - - d.s.a. - - - - - - Published monthly by the Dental Students Association,
Student Chapter of the National Association of Seventhday Adventist Dentists at the LLU press in Loma Linda
California.
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Number 3

Editor --------- ---- --------------- --- -------- ----- Frank E. Bonnet '64
Assistant Editor ------- --- --------------------- ----- Ernest Kijak '64
Assistant Editor -- -------- ----------- -- ----- -- John Dickinson '67
Circulation ------ ---- -- ------ --- -- --- -- ---- ------ Elizabeth Ruch '64
Reporters -- --- ---------------- ----------------- John DeVincenzo '64
Daniel Frederickson '64
Eugene Holm '65

GOSPEL MINISTRY (Contd.)
forth to minister to the needs of the body, for it is
impossible to treat the sick without influencing the soul
for good or for evil. Since Christ was the most efficient
worker at winning souls, we have a beautiful statement
in Ministry of Healing, page 20 that lets us know what
part of His medical work was slanted toward the missionary angle. "The Saviour made each work of healing
an occasion for implanting divine principles in the mind
and soul. This was the purpose of His work_" This is
100% efficiency and we need not go to any other expert
to learn 'How to do it yourself.'
"The Saviour's work was not restricted to any time or
place. His compassion knew no limit. On so large a
scale did He conduct His work of healing and teaching
that there was no building in Palestine large enough to
receive the multitudes that thronged to Him. . . . During His ministry, Jesus devoted more time to healing
the sick than to preaching." Ibid. pp. 17-19. It has been
my privilege to minister to the dental needs of the people while leaning against an adobe house wall in Old
Mexico, sitting on a log under a banana tree on the
banks of the Amazon River, in the plush chairs of the
LLU Dental Clinic, and now on the banks of the Frazer
River in Canada, and always I find the need and response of the patients the same, depending on the spirit
that is within me.
Were Jesus a medical missionary today, would He
up-date a few of His methods to fit the time? We are
told, "For we have not an High Priest which cannot
be touched with the feeling of our infirmities; but was
in all points tempted like as we are, yet without sin."
Heb. 4:15 . It is obvious that He didn't have to pay for
seven years of higher education, or equip a $12,000
dental suite, or keep up the station wagon and water ski
out-board equipment, or educate His children in the
fashionable schools of Europe, or any of the many other
things that are thought essential to today's balanced professional life. Can He be touched with the feeling of
my infirmities at all? Christ answers in Matthew 6:24,
"No man can serve two masters; for either he will hate
the one, and love the other; or else he will hold to the
one, and despise the other. Y e cannot serve God and
mammon." This strikes at the very root_of the problem
of how to get the Gospel into the dental practice. If
there were just some way we could get the Holy Spirit
to attend our labors while we trod a path other than the
one of self-denial and self-sacrifice that the Saviour trod,
then we would have it made.
Would the following statement show where we
might find His way for our generation? "He (Christ)
so conducted H is missionary work as to leave a perfect
example for human beings to follow. 'If any man will
come after Me,' He declared, 'let him deny himself, and
take up his cross, and follow me _' Matt. 16:24. Every
true medical missionary will obey these words. He will
not strain every nerve to follow worldly customs and
make a display, thus thinking to win souls to the
Saviour. No, no. If the Majesty of heaven could leave
His glorious home to come to a world all diseased and
marred by the curse, to establish correct methods of
doing medical missionary work, we His followers ought
(Cont. on page 8 )
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ASSISTING ( Contd.)
The department began in the '61-'62 school year with
three assistants and one chief assistant. They worked
in the Northeast section of the clinic in cubicles which
had contoured chairs, ceiling mounted lights and engines, and a central vacuum system. They used the students instruments and case with the addition of a portable top which provided a work and storage area. Before the '62-'63 term began the department expanded to
include six assistants, one roving assistant, and a chief
assistant. Six cubicles were equipped as individual operatories and a cabinet with tray set-ups was installed.
Everything was furnished for the student except handpieces and gold foil. During the year a new sterilizing
and storage area was built, and an Ultra-sonic cleaner
was purcnased .. These additions are a great help on
'Pedo' days when the roving assistant cleans and sterilizes all instruments for the assistants so that little time
is required to have the area ready for the next patient.
The assistants are given a ten minute break each afternoon and the roving assistant fills in for them while
they are gone. She also fills in for anyone who is ill,
and is in charge of supplies.
This year, '63-'64, the department has expanded to
ten assistants, one roving assistant, one part-time secretary, and one chief assistant. Handpieces, gold foil,
and goldent were added to the cubicles so the department would be equipped to provide for complete dental
service. Four new cubicles, which were included in the
assisting area, have had the old cabinets removed and
new ones installed that have marbled formica tops,
stainless steel sinks, and foot-controlled water. A separate shelf for the chart with a view box mounted above
it was installed on the operator's side of the cubicle.
Compact dental units, S.S. White, Ritter, Weber, and
Dyna-dent were installed and central vacuum was
brought to each area. Two of the new cubicles have
Castle's "AcuVision" lights, and two have Felton-Crane's
"Light Fantastic" lamps. All ten areas were equipped
with both assistant and operator chairs. ~ach assistant
has a complete manual with a list of what belongs on
each tray and a picture of the tray to show how to set
it up properly. There is also included in this manual
a page for each type of operation showing what the assistant and the operator should do to work together as
a team. This type of manual is a valuable aid in training new personnel.
The department ha~ been fortunate in having fulltime faculty coverage assigned to this area. Dr. Harold
Walling is here on Wednesday afternoon, and Dr. Lloyd
Baum covers the rest of the time . . Another feature of
the department is a staff meeting that is held each week.
The assistants take turns presenting a short devotional
talk; then the problems that have arisen during the
week are presented and discussed and, if possible, a
solution is found. New ideas in assisting are also presented so that all the ladies have the opportunity to
know of the suggestions being made by the students and
faculty . The students have been a great help with their
suggestion on ways to improve the department and assisting procedures. It would be ideal if each student
could work with one assistant long enough to establish
an office team concept, but because of limited time and
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funds we are not able to accomplish this. However, the
assistants have become quite versatile because of the
constant changing of students.
Student reception of the department is very high,
and with their continued enthusiasm and support we
hope to improve out efficience to the point where the
student will be able to realize the full posibilities of
utilizing auxiliary personnel.
d.s.a.
CONTROVERSY (Contd.)
What has socialized dentistry done for the patients?
It has especially stimulated the patients in the low
salary group to become dental minded. They otherwise
would not have had the privilege of dental care except
for some extractions at private dentists and that would
already have put a heavy load on their small budget.
These patients now get full mouth care, and the regular six months recall. Control of each patient builds
up greater demand for more extensive help, which so
far is given on private basis.
In the Netherlands by the Central Council for Socialized Dentistry a plan is made for a systemic rational
treatment, in which it is decided what should be done
first, extraction and cleaning and when the patient
should have full dentures due to decay and when still
restorative treatment can be carried on. The limitations
in restorative treatment are here enforced on dentists
and patients for better dental health. Much is done in
the way of publications on proper eating habits and food
values, especially in the schools. The Ivory Cross publications help the school dentist in his task of educating
the children in proper dental health habits .
In school dentistry clinics the children are checked
by the school dentist twice a year. They lose their fear
and get used to regular care. Especially the six year
molars and other permanent teeth are saved and the primary dentition is kept up as much as possible.
The system of socialized dentistry has made a change
in appearances of many people who formerly walked
around with badly broken down teeth. They now have
neatly fixed full dentures which were made within their
budget. The younger generation receives proper dental
care directly in their school system. It comes together
with going to school. All of this works together for a
proper dental health care of the nation.

IT'S YOUR LOUNGE
Many changes have been made in the student
lounge for your convenience. These include:
electric shoe-shine stand; three full length mirrors; mouth wash dispenser; and a newspaper
rack for two newspapers.
In order to maintain proper lounge neatness,
let's take it upon ourselves to keep things in
order so that we can be proud of our lounge.
Throwing magazines and laying newspapers
around produce needless wear and damage and
also produce unnecessary expense. Leaving lab
gowns and clinic jackets scattered around
doesn't add to the picture either.
So, let us each set an example to show professional conduct and neatness and not abuse
our privileges. Remember, it's your lounge!
LOUNGE COMMITTEE

d.s.a.
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TABLE CLINIC (Contd.)
The first of these is the clinic title which incites the
observer's interest as it appears in the announcement.
Besides arousing curiosity the title must offer enough ·
to bring the observer through the competition of the
table clinic session to the presentation. Other props,
novel presentations, posters, films, pictures, models, instruments, equipment, etc., serve to sustain interest until
the objective is achieved.
With a singleness of purpose, a potentially vital topic,
a simple presentation, and appropriate props, the demonstrator has progressed toward a successful Table Clinic. There are, however, aspects of a table clinic which
are more subtle and require careful consideration. Failure to consider these has doomed many potentially excellent table clinics to oblivion.
In one particularly impressive presentation the clinician discussed growth management in preventing orthodontic problems among pedo patients . As one observer
approached he was greeted by, "Doctor you can eliminate the need for orthodontic treatment in 75 per cent
of your cases." The clinician then proceeded to show
how the need for orthodontic treatment could be reduced by preventing the persistance of pressure habits
which contribute to malocclusion. As a second observer
stepped up, the clinician turned to him with, "Doctor
if you will manage the space of prematurily exfoliated
or extracted primary teeth you can eliminate the need
for orthodontic treatment in close to 75 per cent of your
cases." "Now," he continued as a new observer approached, "thumb sucking contributes to a large proportion of the malocclusions you see in your practice. By
stopping these habits, 75 per cent of the malocclusions
seen can be prevented."
For this clinic the clinician had carefully developed
the presentation in such a way that nearly each sentence
included an introductory phrase. Thus the clinicial was
able to pick up a new observer at any point in the demonstration and lead him to a conclusion in about one
sentence. Enrichment of the primary concept was provided by the variety of introductions used and the application made of the conclusion.
Another important aspect of a table clinic is that
within the presentation there should be means of including the observer as an acting participant of the
demonstration. In the clinically oriented presentation
this may be achieved by asking the observer to remember when he had a case like this in his office. Observer
participation may be solicited in other ways which may
be more successful than stirring the observer's memory.
The devious and unique practices of the carnival barker
illustrate this point succinctly. It is not uncommon for
the barker to draw someone out of the audience and ask
them to become a participant in his demonstration. By
so doing the entire audience feels that they have been
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included in the show or identity with the participent.
Similar practices are employed to good advantage in
Table Clinic presentations. The clinician may hand an
instrument to an observer and have him show how simple the technique is. At one Table Clinic the clinician
thrust a cracked syringe into the hand of observers as
he proclaimed the advantages of disposable plastic syringes. The effect a similar situation in the office would
have on patient attitudes and its possible legal implications was stronger in the minds of all than would have
been the case with the cracked syringe on the table or as
part of a visible display.
Though aspects of successful table clinics have been
described it must be pointed out that the particular aspect most essential is a dynamic presentation. Many
table clinics not mentioned demonstrated that care had
been given to purposiveness, vitalness, simplicity, props,
conciseness, and audience participation, but they were
still not dynamic. For a dynamic presentation each of
these factors is blended harmoniously with the personality of the clinician and the nature of his topic into a
product in which the whole far exceeds the sum of the
constituent parts. For this reason it is not possible to
prescribe a formula for measuring the components of
a dynamic table clinic. By careful consideration of the
factors discussed, however, the necessary ingredients are
provided to be amalgamated by the artistic genius of the
clinician.
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to practice the same self-denial and self-sacrifice." Counsels on Health, p. 319. Perhaps this thought from the
same book gets closer to reality. "Those who labor
wholeheartedly in the Lord's vineyard, working to the
utmost of their ability, are not the ones to set the highest
estimate on their own services. Instead of swelling with
pride and self-importance, and measuring with exactness every hour's work, they compare their efforts with
the Saviour's work and account themselves unprofitable
servants." Ibid., p. 307.
A favorite expression of one of the teachers at the
dental school was, "If all else fails, try following directions ." Could this be the best recommendation possible?
In speaking of those who are to make the final demonstration of what love can do for a sinner, the messenger of the Lord tells us, "In order to endure the trial
before them, they must understand the will of God as
revealed in His word; they can honor Him only as they
have a right conception of His character, government,
and purposes, and act in accordance with them." Great
Controversy, p. 593. God has not left us without help
in such an hour as this . We do not have to stumble
around in the dark trying every gimic dreamed up by
Egyptian trained minds to see what might work to win
souls. We are not in this hour to cry "My God, why
hast thou forsaken me ."

